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Item Description Start price

1 Sauna - Prism 220x220x210cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6Kw and 230 VoLT
Electric: 6Kw
Type: 1101
Model: Stove - prism
Dimension: 2200x2200x2100mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees
Details: Starry sky mood lighting - Beige/cream natural 
stone inner wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speakers (easy to operate via the 
Control Panel) - 3 Comfortable seats/loungers - Wooden 
bucket with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packing: Product consists of 11 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2200x1220x230mm - 1 * 2250x1230x230mm - 1 * 
2030x1150x100mm- 1 * 2020x650x100mm - 1 * 
2070x540x340mm - 1 * 2210x1190x220mm - 1 * 
2220x1130x260mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 300x -
x430mm - 1 * 600mm 1 * 570x570x260mm
 
Condition: New
Worth: €6,995.00

2.895 €

2 Sauna with stove - Prisma 250x250x210cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: 1101-250
Model: Sauna with stove - prism
Dimensions: 250x250x210cm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees (6kW / 220V)
Details: Starry sky mood lighting - Beige/cream natural 
stone inner wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 

3.495 €
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Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speakers (easy to operate via the 
Control Panel) - 3 Comfortable seats/loungers - Wooden 
bucket with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 11 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2600x2600x230mm - 1 * 260x1230x230mm - 1 * 
2030x1150x100mm- 1 * 2020x650x100mm - 1 * 
2070x540x340mm - 1 * 2600x1190x220mm - 1 * 
26000x1130x260mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 300mm - 
1 * 300x -x430mm 1 * 570x570x260mm
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 9.495.00

3 Sauna - Rectangular 250x250x210cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: 1102-250
Model: Sauna with stove
Dimension: 2500x2500x2100mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees (9 kW / 220V)
Details: Mood lighting - Beige/cream natural stone inner 
wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speaker (easy to operate via the Control 
Panel) - 3 Comfortable seating/loungers - Wooden bucket 
with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 10 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2150x1230x220mm - 1 * 2070x1220x220mm - 1 * 
2030x820x120mm - 1 * 2130x500x210mm - 2 * 
2110x1160x240mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 
600x430x300mm - 1 * 350x310x300mm - 1 * 570x570mm
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 9.995.00

3.395 €
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4 Infrared Sauna - Rectangular 180x180x190cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6Kw and 230 VoLT
Type: RELAX 2
Model: Infrared heater - rectangular
Dimension: 1800x1800x1900mm
Heating: Infrared heating (3400w) heated Cast resin plates 
that give off evenly heat within the sauna
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Ozone 
disinfection - Control Panel with USB connection and 
Bluetooth - Reading light - Mood lighting
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4,795.00

1.995 €

5 Sauna - Infrared Rectangular 180x180 cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: SMI-B202
Model: Infrared heater - rectangular - Double
Electric: 6Kw and 230 Volt
Dimension: 1800x1800x1900mm
Heating: Infrared heating (3400w) Heated cast resin plates 
that give off evenly heat within the sauna
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Ozone 
disinfection - Control Panel with USB connection and 
Bluetooth - Reading light - Mood lighting
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4,795.00

1.995 €

6 Sauna with stove - Prisma 220x220 cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: SMS-L101
Model: Stove - prism
Electric: 6Kw and 230 Volt

2.895 €
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Dimension: 2200x2200x2100mm
Heating: Stove heated to 90 degrees
Details: Starry sky mood lighting - Beige/cream natural 
stone inner wall - Exterior with wood grain decoration.
Equipped with: Clear safety glass (8mm) - Heat resistant 
door knobs - Approx. 15 kg. Lava rocks - Ventilation grille - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speaker (easy to operate via the Control 
Panel) - 3 Comfortable seating/loungers - 7 pieces of 
lighting - Wooden bucket with ladle - Hourglass - 
Thermometer.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €6,995.00

7 Sauna - Prism 220x220x210cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna
Type: SMS-L101N
Model: Prism sauna with heater
Dimension: 2200x2200x2100mm
Heating: Stove (6kW / 220V) heated to 90 degrees
Details: Double ceiling with mood lighting - Back walls have 
small light natural stone strips - Exterior with wood grain 
decoration.
Equipped with: Insulation - Clear safety glass - Heat 
resistant door knobs - Approx. 20 kg. Lava rocks - 
Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth integration for 
music with double speakers (easy to operate via the 
Control Panel) - 3 Comfortable seating/loungers - Wooden
bucket with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 11 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2200x2200x230mm
- 1*2250x1230x230mm
- 1*2030x1150x100mm
- 1*2020x650x100mm
- 1*2070x540x340mm
- 1*2210x1190x220mm
- 1*2220x1130x260mm
- 1*400x300x140mm
- 1*600x430x300mm
- 1*350x310x300mm

3.495 €
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- 1*570x570x260mm
 
Condition: New
Worth: €8,995.00

8 Sauna - Rectangular 220x220x210cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Sauna Elec: 6Kw and 230 VoLT
Type: SMS-L102N
Model: Stove - rectangular
Dimension: 2200x2200x2100mm
Heating: Stove (6kW) heated to 90 degrees
Details: Starry sky mood lighting - Back walls have small 
light natural stone strips - Exterior with wood grain 
decoration.
Equipped with: Insulation - Clear safety glass (8mm) - 
Heat-resistant doorknobs - Approx. 20 kg. Lava rocks - 
Ventilation grille - Touchscreen Control Panel - Bluetooth 
integration for music with double speaker (easy to operate 
via the Control Panel) - Comfortable sofa - Wooden bucket 
with ladle - Hourglass - Thermometer.
Packaging: Product consists of 10 cartons: approx. 1 * 
2150x2230x220mm - 1 * 2070x1220x220mm - 1 * 
2030x820x120mm - 1 * 2130x500x210mm - 2 * 
2110x1160x240mm - 1 * 400x300x140mm - 1 * 
600x430x300mm - 1 * 350x310x300mm - 1 * 570x570mm
 
Condition: New
Worth: €8,995.00

3.395 €

9 Luxury Massage Chair Zero Gravity - Cream / red

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-B5
Model: Zero Gravity
Weight: 97 kg.
Dimension: 1 Carton: 1280x780x1140mm
Upholstery: High quality leather
Power: AC 100-240V - 150w

1.295 €
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Equipped with: Massage rollers - Shiatsua with different 
massage modes - Adjustable in speed and intensity - 
Heating - Bluetooth integration with built-in boxes - 
Vibration - Remote control.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,850.00

10 Luxury Massage Chair Zero Gravity - White / Blue

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-B6
Model: Zero Gravity
Weight: 95 kg.
Size: 1 Carton: 1330x730x1070mm
Upholstery: High quality leather
Power: AC 100-240V - 150w
Equipped with: Six 4D mechanism massage rollers in 
double-S + L shape - Body shape detection - Heating - 
Bluetooth preparation - Vibration - Remote control.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,950.00

1.195 €

11 Luxury Massage Chair Zero Gravity - Black / Red

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-J1
Model: Zero Gravity
Weight: 97 kg.
Dimension: 1 Carton: 1280x780x1140mm
Upholstery: High quality leather
Power: AC 100-240V - 150w
Equipped with: Infrared massage rollers - Shiatsua with 
different massage modes - Adjustable in speed and 
intensity - Heating - Bluetooth integration with built-in 
boxes - Vibration - Remote control.
 
Condition: New

1.295 €
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Worth: € 4.495.00

12 Luxury Massage Chair Zero Gravity - Black

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Chair
Type: MAS-Q6
Model: Zero Gravity
Dimension: 1300x770x800mm
Equipped with: Massage rollers for: Neck, back of knees, 
lower and upper back - Inflatable pockets for calf and 
forearm massages - Vibration in the seat - Leather look 
finish.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,210.00

895 €

13 Luxury Heated Massage Bed with decorative wooden 
frame 200x60cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Massage Bed
Type: MAS-BED
Model: Massage Bed
Dimension: 2000x600x600mm
Features: 16 heated Jade rollers for neck, back, shoulders, 
waist, buttocks and leg massages - Drive rail is shaped to 
follow the contour of your spine - Synchronous belt 
transmission to prevent track slip - Top part of the bed 
features carbon fiber heating (deep infrared) for the 
ultimate therapy - 6 automatic massage programs for 
different muscle groups (Lower back, buttocks, waist, 
upper back, neck and shoulders) - Time setting between 5 
and 80 minutes - Manual operation (the rollers can be 
stopped manually at the desired position) - Heating 
elements are adjustable between 30 and 70 degrees.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,695.00

1.095 €
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14 2 x 1 person lounger with side table White

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Daybed
Type: 180140 WHITE
Model: 3-piece
Color: White wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
2 * Lounger - 210x760x300mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x400mm
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,725.00

395 €

15 2 x 1 person lounger with side table Brown

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Daybed
Type: 180140 BROWN
Model: 3-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray colored cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
2 * Lounger - 210x760x300mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x400mm
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,725.00

395 €
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16 Stainless Steel Gas Barbecue - 3 Burners with Side Burner

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF003
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 3 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1305x550x1200mm
Weight: 51 kg.
Equipped with: 3 main burners and 1 side burner - Steel 
grids with warming rack and drip tray - Electric ignition - Lid
with thermometer - Mobile.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,195.00

335 €

17 Stainless Steel Gas Barbecue - 6 Burners with Side Burner

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF006
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 6 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1120x780x530mm
Weight: 69 kg.
Equipped with: 6 main burners and 1 side burner - Steel 
grids with warming rack and drip tray - Electric ignition - Lid
with thermometer - Mobile.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,795.00

495 €

18 Stainless steel gas barbecue - 4 burners with side burner - 
incl. LED lighting

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF004 LED

375 €
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Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 4 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1495x550x1200mm
Weight: 53 kg.
Equipped with: LED lighting - 4 Main burners and 1 side 
burner - Steel grids with warming rack and drip tray - 
Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile - Two 
doors.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,395.00

19 Stainless steel gas barbecue - 5 burners with side burner - 
incl. LED lighting

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas Barbecue
Type: JF005 LED
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 5 burners
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 
(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 1660x550x1200mm
Weight: 67 kg.
Equipped with: LED lighting - 5 Main burners and 1 side 
burner - Steel grids with warming rack and drip tray - 
Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile - Two 
doors.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,595.00

435 €

20 Stainless Steel Gas Barbecue Kitchen - 4 burners with side 
burner

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Gas BBQ Kitchen
Type: JS-K004
Model: Stainless steel gas barbecue - 4 burners, 1 side 
burner
Color: Matt brushed stainless steel - High-gloss details 

895 €
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(silver-coloured)
Dimension: 2410x550x1200mm
Weight: 69 kg.
Equipped with: 4 main burners, 1 side burner - Sink with tap
- Cast iron grids with warming rack and drip tray - LED 
lighting - Electric ignition - Lid with thermometer - Mobile.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €2,495.00

21 Dining set 7-piece hemisphere Wicker - Brown / gray 
cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: EVEN1030
Model: 7-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray cushions
Size: 6 * Chair - 750x600x910mm
1 * Dining Table - 1800x900x740mm
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-resistant cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Table has a clear glass table top 
made of toughened safety glass.
  
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

695 €

22 dinging set 9-piece - Light wicker / anthracite cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: 20060-GREY
Model: 9-piece
Color: Light brown wicker with anthracite cushions
Size: 9-piece set:
4 * Loose armchairs - 930x600x600mm
4 * Footstools - 450x450x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 1250x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 

695 €
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top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol - Hockers can be folded open 
for extra storage space - Entire set can be slid under the 
table to save space.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,595,00

23 Dining set 9-piece Brown wicker / gray cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: 20060-BROWN
Model: 9-piece
Color: Brown wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 9-piece set:
4 * Loose armchairs - 930x600x600mm
4 * Footstools - 450x450x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 1250x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol - Hockers can be folded open 
for extra storage space - Entire set can be slid under the 
table to save space.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,595,00

695 €

24 Dining set 9-piece Black wicker / light gray cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set

695 €
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Type: 20060-BLACK
Model: 9-piece
Color: Black wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 9-piece set:
4 * Loose armchairs - 930x600x600mm
4 * Footstools - 450x450x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 1250x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Toughened safety glass - table top 
has space to place a parasol - Hockers can be folded open 
for extra storage space - Entire set can be slid under the 
table to save space.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,595,00

25 Dining set 7-piece White wicker + gray cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: EVEN1030-WHITE
Model: 7-piece
Color: White wicker with gray cushions
Dimension: 7-piece set:
6 * chair - 610x680x920mm
1 * Dining Table - 1800x900x760mm
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-resistant cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork - Table has a clear glass table top 
made of toughened safety glass.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,795.00

695 €
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26 Dining set 11-piece Wicker - Gray / light gray cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: LANDFORD BROWN
Model: 11-piece
Color: Gray wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 11-piece set:
6 * Loose armchairs - 600x600x870mm
4 * Footstools - 600x600x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 2000x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Cover - Water-repellent cushions - 
weather-resistant wickerwork - Tempered safety glass - 
table top has space to place a parasol -
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,995.00

1.295 €

27 Dining set 11-piece Wicker - Black / Sand colored cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Dining set
Type: ESR-20120
Model: 11-piece
Color: Black wicker with Sand colored cushions
Size: 11-piece set:
6 * Loose armchairs - 600x600x870mm
4 * Footstools - 600x600x360mm
1 * Coffee table - 2000x1250x750mm - Clear glass table 
top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - Weather-
resistant wickerwork - Tempered safety glass - Table top 
has space to place a parasol
 
Condition: New

895 €
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Worth: € 2,995.00

28 Hot Tub - Spruce - Including wooden cover, internal heater 
190cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Hot Tub Including Wooden Cover
Type: HS19001KIT WITH COVER WOOD
Model: Wooden Hot Tub
Number of persons: 6-8 persons
Size: 1900x1000x1045mm
Weight: 230 Kg
Content: 2250 liters
Material: Spruce (38mm) - Stainless steel wood stove
Equipped with: Stainless steel wood stove 12/14 KW with 
chimney - Stove protector - Step ladder - Stainless steel 
straps - Wooden benches - Cup holder - A wooden gate to 
safely separate the bench from the warm stove - A water 
drain valve to easily empty the hot tub to run. Wooden 
cover to cover the hot tub when not in use.
Use and maintenance:
 - The hot tub can be easily assembled by a single person. 
This takes about 6 hours.
  - A hard surface is most ideal for setting up. The hot tub is 
best set up on a surface of loose stones, tiles or gravel.
  - The hot tub will leak for the first 3-5 days. This is normal. 
After 3-5 days the wood will expand and the hot tub will be 
completely watertight.
 - The hot tub can be used in both summer and winter.
 - Do not heat the hot tub when not in use. This can cause 
fire and damage to the hot tub.
  - The heater may only be fired if the water level in the hot 
tub is up to standard.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,390.00

1.745 €

29 Lounge set - 3-piece Wicker light brown/grey cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set

495 €
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Type: 20180403-2
Model: 3-piece
Color: Light brown with gray cushions
Size: 3-piece set:
Two-seater sofa: 134x72x64cm
Three-seater sofa: 208x72x64cm
Hocker: 64x64x31cm
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1495.00

30 Lounge set - 12-piece Wicker White / navy blue cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-WHITE-BLUE
Model: 12-piece
Color: White wicker with navy blue cushions
Size: 12-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

1.295 €
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31 Lounge set - 8-piece Wicker Dark brown / light gray 
cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR9487
Model: 8-piece
Color: Dark brown wicker with light gray cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
3 * Middle part - 1000x1000x700mm
2 * Corner sofa with armrest - 1200x1000x700mm
1 * Corner Part - 1000x1000x700mm
1 * Hocker - 1200x1000x440mm
1 * Coffee table - 1000x1000x340mm - Clear glass table 
top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions (seat cushions 
are 12 cm thick and the back cushions are 10 cm thick) - 
weather-resistant wickerwork.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

1.295 €

32 Lounge set - 8-piece Wicker Brown / gray cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR17074
Model: 8-piece
Color: Brown wicker with gray cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
2 * Corner sofa with armrest - 800x800x630mm
1 * Corner Part - 800x800x630mm
3 * Middle Part - 800x800x630mm
1 * Loose armchair - 800x800x630mm
1 * Coffee table - 800x800x300mm - Clear glass table top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-

1.195 €
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resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,750.00

33 Lounge set - 12-piece Wicker Black / sand colored 
cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-BLACK-SANDY
Model: 12-piece
Color: Black wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 12-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

1.295 €

34 Lounge set- 12-piece Wicker Brown / dark blue cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR15023-BROWN-BLUE
Model: 12-piece
Color: Brown wicker with navy blue cushions
Size: 12-piece set:

1.295 €
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2 * Loose armchairs - 940x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
3 * Footstools - 700x700x300mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x640x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 400x400x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-resistant cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork. The blue legs shown are protective 
film. Paws are silver colored
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4,595.00

35 Lounge set 5-piece - Brown/sand colored cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 180364
Model: 5-piece
Color: Brown wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 5-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 760x760x1150mm
1 * Love seat - 1360x760x1150mm
1 * Coffee table - 1000x600x400mm - Clear glass table top
1 * Side table - 450x450x700mm
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,095.00

495 €
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36 Lounge set - 5-piece Wicker White / black cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: ESR-7364WHITE
Model: 5-piece
Color: White wicker with black cushions
Size: 5-piece set:
2 * Loose armchairs - 800x800x650mm
1 * 2 seater sofa - 1400x800x650mm
1 * 3 seater sofa - 2000x800x650mm
1 * Coffee table - 1200x600x430mm - Clear glass table top
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-
resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,295.00

1.295 €

37 Lounge set 8-piece Wicker black / sand colored cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 3002-BL/WH
Model: 8-piece
Color: Black wicker with sand colored cushions
Size: 8-piece set:
1 * Loose armchair - 930x820x670mm
2 * Middle part - 700x820x670mm
2 * Two-seater with armrest - 1520x820x670mm
1 * Corner Part - 820x820x670mm
1 * Coffee table - 940x650x350mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
1 * Side table - 390x390x600mm - Clear glass table top 
5mm
Cushions - 100mm thick
 
Frame: Powder-coated aluminum frame - guarantees a 
longer lifespan
Equipped with: Water-repellent cushions - weather-

995 €
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resistant wickerwork
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 3,295.00

38 Lounge set - 4-piece Wicker dark gray / gray cushions

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 20180403-4
Model: 4-piece
Color: Dark gray with gray cushions
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Two-seater sofa: 152x65x66cm
2 * Chairs: 70x62x67cm
1 * Coffee Table: 118x64x44cm
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2,379.00

595 €

39 Lounge set - 4-piece Wicker gray / gray cushion

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Lounge set
Type: 20180403-5
Model: 4-piece
Color: Gray with gray cushions
Size: 4-piece set:
1 * Two-seater sofa: 152x65x66cm
2 * Chairs: 70x62x67cm
1 * Coffee Table: 118x64x44cm
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 2379.00

595 €

40 5 Person Outdoor Spa 208x208 cm incl. 2 sunbeds - Cloudy
black bath / Anthracite side

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa

4.495 €
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Type: HT2021-2BED-CBBL
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Color: Black bath with black side
Dimension: 2080x2080x890mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Jets: Total 91 jets, of which 66 water jets of different sizes 
and 25 air jets. All backrests are equipped with water jets, 
including rotating jets.
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature
Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lighting - 2 pieces large
bottom lighting (changes color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - Radio
- 2 speakers - Bluetooth - Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone 
disinfection - Connections are freely accessible and the 
motors work on 220V (can be converted to 380V).
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 13,495.00

41 5 Person Outdoor Spa 208x208 cm - incl. 2 sunbeds - 
White bath / Natural wooden color side

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-2BED-WHNA
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Colour: White bath with natural wooden side
Dimension: 2080x2080x890mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Jets: Total 91 jets, of which 66 water jets of different sizes 
and 25 air jets. All backrests are equipped with water jets, 
including rotating jets.

4.495 €
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Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature
Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lighting - 2 pieces large
bottom lighting (changes color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - Radio
- 2 speakers - Bluetooth - Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone 
disinfection - Connections are freely accessible and the 
motors work on 220V (can be converted to 380V).
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 13,495.00

42 5 Person Outdoor Spa 208x208 cm incl. 2 sunbeds - White 
bath / Mahogany color side

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-2BED-WHRE
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Color: White bath with mahogany red side
Dimension: 2080x2080x890mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Jets: Total 91 jets, of which 66 water jets of different sizes 
and 25 air jets. All backrests are equipped with water jets, 
including rotating jets.
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature
Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lighting - 2 pieces large
bottom lighting (changes color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - Radio
- 2 speakers - Bluetooth - Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone 
disinfection - Connections are freely accessible and the 

4.495 €
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motors work on 220V (can be converted to 380V).
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 13,495.00

43 5 Person Outdoor Spa with Waterjets 210x210cm - 
Brown / black side - incl. wifi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2021 BROWN
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm
Color: Brown bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1070 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System BP6013G3 + TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Wi-Fi:Yes
Heater: Balboa Heater
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Black thermo cover - Filter cartridge - Water pump 
(LX circulation pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP
water pumps and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - 
Ozonator (disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests - 
Drain: 6 suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water
 
Condition: New
Worth: €15,995.00

5.295 €
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44 5 Person Outdoor Spa with Waterjets 210x210cm - Blue / 
black side - incl. wifi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2021 BLUE
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm
Color: Blue bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1070 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System BP6013G3 + TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
WiFi: Yes
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Filter cartridge - Black thermo cover - Water pump 
(LX circulation pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP
water pumps and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - 
Ozonator (disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests - 
Drain: 6 suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water
 
Condition: New
Worth: €15,995.00

5.295 €

45 6 Person Outdoor Spa with Waterjets 230x230cm - White /
black side incl. WiFi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2023 WHITE
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths

6.795 €
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Dimension: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: White with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests
- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders -
 
Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

46 6 Person Outdoor Spa with Waterjets 230x230cm - 
Brown / black side incl. WiFi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2023 BROWN
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: Amber brown with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 

6.395 €
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with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests
- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders
 
Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

47 6 Person Outdoor Spa with Waterjets 230x230cm - Black / 
black side incl. WiFi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2023 BLACK
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: Black with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth

6.395 €
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Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests
- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders
 
Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

48 6 Person Outdoor Spa with Water Jets 230x230cm - 
Silver / black side incl. WiFi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2023 SILVER
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: Silver with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests

6.795 €
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- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders
 
Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

49 6 Person Outdoor Spa with Waterjets 230x230cm - White /
black side incl. WiFi

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA WIFI 2023 SNOW
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 4 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2300x2300x900mm
Color: White with black skirt
Weight: 350KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System: BP6013G2+TP600-20P
Number of jets: 124 stainless steel jets: 85 massage jets (4 
with lighting), 42 mini jets.
Pump: Water Pump (LX Circulation Pump 1HP), 2x LX 
Massage Pump (2x 3HP), LX Blower (1x 700W) for supplying
air to the spa water
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 10,500W
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Wi-Fi: Yes
Lighting: Underwater lighting 15 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, SPA Light 1 piece, Fountain LED 4 pieces
Heater: Balboa Heater 3KW
Equipped with: WiFi module - Insulation - Plastic skirts - 
Cover bottom plate - Black thermo cover - Cover lifter - 
Spa lighting - Ozonator (disinfects the water) - 3 Headrests
- Drain: 5 suction - Air jets - 2x Cascade (waterfall) and 
cascade controller - PVC Trap - 1 Filter cartridge - 7 cup 
holders
 
Condition: New
Worth: €18,995.00

6.795 €
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50 5 Person Outdoor Spa with Water Jets 210x210cm - 
Black / black side

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa with Water Jets
Type: PF SPA 2021 BLACK
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Dimension: 2100x2100x900mm
Color: Black bath with black skirt
Weight: 320KG
Content: 1070 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Control: Balboa Control System BP6013G3 + TP600
Number of jets: approx. 110 jets, (4 with LED lighting)
Media equipment: 2x Aquatic AV speakers, Bluetooth
Lighting: Underwater lighting 10 pieces, outside corner 
lighting 4 pieces, LED fountain 4 pieces
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V / 
50hz. Total power 8700W
Heater: Balboa Heater
Equipped with: Insulation - Plastic skirts - Cover bottom 
plate - Black thermo cover - Filter cartridge - Water pump 
(LX circulation pump 0.5HP) - 3 Massage pumps (2x LX 3HP
water pumps and 1x 2HP massage pump) - Spa lighting - 
Ozonator (disinfects the jacuzzi after use) - 3 Headrests - 
Drain: 6 suction - Air jets - Cascade (waterfall) and cascade 
controller - PVC trap - LX air blower for supplying air to the 
spa water
 
Condition: New
Worth: €15,495.00

4.995 €

51 5 Person Outdoor Spa 208x208 cm incl. 2 sunbeds - Blue 
bath / Anthracite side

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-2BED-OBBL
Model: Freestanding
Number of persons: 3 seats, 2 berths
Color: Blue bath with black side

4.495 €
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Dimension: 2080x2080x890mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Waterjets: 91 Waterjets including rotating jets and 10 
Airbubble jets (rotating jets are easy to operate with 2 
buttons on the Control Panel)
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature
Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lights - 2 pieces large 
underwater lights (change color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - 
Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone disinfection - Connections 
are freely accessible and the motors work on 220V (can be 
converted to 380V) - Extensive manual.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 13,495.00

52 6 Person Outdoor Spa 208x208 cm - Cloudy black bath / 
Anthracite side

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Outdoor Spa
Type: HT2021-CBBL
Model: Freestanding
Number of people: 5 seats, 1 berth
Colour: Black bath with anthracite side
Dimension: 2080x2080x890mm
Weight: 359 KG
Content: 1200 liters
Frame: stainless steel
Waterjets: Total 91 jets, of which 66 waterjets of different 
sizes and 25 airjets. All backrests are equipped with water 
jets, including rotating jets.
Pumps: 2 Water pumps of 2.2 kW - 1 Air pump of 700 W - 1 
Filter pump 370 W
Heater: 3 kW Heater to keep the water at the right 
temperature

4.495 €
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Lighting: 16 pieces LED underwater lighting - 2 pieces large
bottom lighting (changes color)
Power: Standard 220V, this can be converted to 380V. 
Total power 8850W
Equipped with: Black cover (included free of charge) - Radio
- 2 speakers - Insulation - 4 Pillows - Ozone disinfection - 
Connections are freely accessible and the motors work on 
220V (can be converted to 380V).
 
Condition: New
Worth: €11,195.00

53 Hanging parasol Dark green 300x400cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Dark green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €
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54 Hanging parasol Sand colored 300x300cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072SANDY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

225 €

55 Hanging parasol Sand colored 300x400cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 SANDY
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 

260 €
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example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

56 Hanging parasol Black 300x400cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 BLACK
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm.
- Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
 

260 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

57 Hanging parasol Dark gray 300x400cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 3X4 DGR
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

58 Hanging parasol with flaps Black 300x400 cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 BLACK FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth

260 €
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Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

59 Hanging parasol with flaps White 300x400 cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE FLAPS 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging with flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 

260 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

60 Hanging parasol White 300X400cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

260 €

61 Hanging parasol Dark green 300x300cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 DARK GREEN 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Dark green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 

225 €
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cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

62 Hanging parasol Dark gray - with LED lighting 300x300cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U-1072-LED-GREY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 

295 €
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optimal use of the parasol.
- Incl. LED-lighting
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 645.00

63 Hanging parasol Orange 300x300cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

245 €

64 Hanging parasol Orange 300x400cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 ORANGE 3X4
Dimension: 3000x4000mm

260 €
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Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x400 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

65 Hanging parasol Taupe 300x300cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 TAUPE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 

225 €
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nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

66 Double Hanging Parasol Black (2*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 BLACK
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

67 Double Hanging Parasol Orange (2*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 ORANGE

495 €
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Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 Fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice ø300 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

68 Double Hanging Parasol Black (2*300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 BLACK
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos. The canvas is 400 cm wide and 300 cm 
deep.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 

595 €
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aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

69 Double Hanging Parasol Orange (2 * 300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 ORANGE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €
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70 Double Hanging Parasol Sand Colored (2 * 300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 SANDY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice ø300 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

71 Quadruple Hanging Parasol Black (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATRE 3X3 BLACK
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging
Colour black
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 

1.295 €
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and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

72 Quadruple Hanging Parasol Dark Green (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATRE 3X3 DARK GREEN
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging
Color: Dark green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 
and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 

1.295 €
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Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

73 Quadruple Hanging Parasol Dark Gray (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATRE 3X3 DARKGREY
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 
and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

1.295 €

74 Quadruple Hanging Parasol Orange (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATRE 3X3 ORANGE
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging

1.295 €
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Color: Orange
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 
and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

75 Quadruple Hanging Parasol Sand Colored (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATER 3X3 SANDY
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 
and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.

1.295 €
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- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

76 Quadruple Hanging Parasol Taupe (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATRE 3X3 TAUPE
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 
and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

1.295 €
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77 Quadruple Hanging Parasol White (4*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1075 QUATER 3X3 WHITE
Dimensions: 4x 3000x3000mm
Model: Quadruple hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
catering industry and/or on a large terrace, garden or 
courtyard. The parasol consists of 4 parasols on a frame 
and is equipped with a ground anchor. Exclusive mobile 
parasol base: this is available separately.
Equipped with: LED lighting under the canvas so that it is 
also good to stay under the parasol in the evening.
- Large parasol cloth, 4 pieces, with a size of ø300 cm. - 
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- Ventilation at the top of the fabric.
- The umbrellas are equipped with a detachable 
intermediate piece to connect the umbrellas, so that you 
are always dry.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 4.495.00

1.295 €

78 Hanging parasol White 300x300cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072 WHITE 3X3
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 gram/m2 Fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 

225 €
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a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of ø300 cm. -
Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

79 Parasol base 100x100 cm with wheels (excl. tiles)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product Name: Parasol Base
Type: BASE100X100
Dimensions: 100x100 cm
Model: Parasol base with wheels, without tiles
Colour black
Material: Steel
Product description: Sturdy steel parasol base. Easy to 
move with the wheels. Excluding stones, can be added to 
the weight yourself with 4 tiles.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €695.00

345 €

80 Hanging parasol Black 300x300 cm

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1072BLACK
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Hanging, without flaps
Colour black

225 €
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Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. Keep a weight of at least 60 kilos for 
this.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 300x300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
 
Condition: New
Worth: € 595.00

81 Double Hanging Parasol Dark Green (2*300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 DARK GREEN
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Dark green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 

595 €
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nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

82 Double Hanging Parasol Dark Gray (2*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 DARK GRAY
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €

83 Double Hanging Parasol Dark Green (2*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol

495 €
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Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 DARK GREEN
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Dark green
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

84 Double Hanging Parasol Dark Gray (2*300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 DARK GRAY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Dark Gray
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 

595 €
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aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

85 Double Hanging Parasol Sand Colored (2*300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 SANDY
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging
Colour: Sand-coloured
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €
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86 Double Hanging Parasol Taupe (2*300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 TAUPE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

595 €

87 Double Hanging Parasol White (2*300x400cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X4 WHITE
Dimensions: 2x 3000x4000mm (3000mm wide, 4000mm 
deep)
Model: Double hanging with flaps
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 

595 €
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garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large double parasol cloth with a size of 
twice 300x400 cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of 
aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,695.00

88 Double Hanging Parasol Taupe (2*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 TAUPE
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Color: Taupe
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.

495 €
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Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

89 Double Hanging Parasol White (2*300x300cm)

Quantity: 1
Brand: Vonato
Product name: Parasol
Type: U1073 DOUBLE 3X3 WHITE
Dimension: 3000x3000mm
Model: Double hanging
Colour White
Material: Aluminum frame, 200 grams/m2 fire-retardant 
cloth
Product description: The parasol is ideal for use in the 
garden, terrace and balcony. The large parasol comes with 
a parasol base. This must be weighted with the help of, for 
example, terrace tiles. For this, maintain a weight of at 
least 100 kilos.
Equipped with: Large parasol cloth with a size of 2x ø300 
cm. - Strong and sturdy frame made of aluminum.
- Easy to set up for use.
- Includes parasol base.
- Fire retardant, thick cloth for better UV protection.
- The parasol retains the heat of the sun, so that it is also 
nice and warm in the evening when the sun goes down.
- The parasol can rotate 360 degrees around its axis, so the
parasol can easily rotate with the sun and you can make 
optimal use of the parasol.
 
Condition: New
Worth: €1,495.00

495 €
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